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QUESTION 1

Lyle is writing some code in VB.NET and is implementing some build-in security. What type of .NET security is Lyle
using in the following code? 

public class Myclass1 

Public Sub New() 

End Sub 

Public Sub MyMethods() 

Dim Perm As New MyPermission() 

Perm.Demand() 

End Sub 

Pub Sub YourMethod() 

End Sub 

End Class 

A. Imperative security 

B. Explicit security 

C. Implicit security 

D. Declarative security 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

What encryption algorithm is used by PERL crypt() function? 

A. Skipjack 

B. 3DES 

C. DES 

D. AES 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3



Jacob just purchased the BlueFire Mobile Security Enterprise software package for all his company\\'s mobile devices.
Jacob wants to configure the software so that it will quarantine a device by blocking all incoming and outgoing network
communication if a breach or violation has occurred. 

What feature of the BlueFire software will be able to accomplish this? 

A. Integrity manager 

B. Device isolation 

C. Mobile quarantine 

D. Veracity verifier 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

William is the lead programmer for Gummerson, Inc., a software company located in San Francisco. Gummerson is
looked upon as one of the leading software development companies for medical and health related applications. William
believes that his company is so successful because they believe in involving the user or client in the design and
development of the programs. 

What software development methodology does Gunnerson, Inc. use when creating applications for clients? 

A. Fountain 

B. RAD 

C. JAD 

D. Waterfall 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Mathew is working on a Fedora machine and is having issues with some shellcode he wrote that is producing errors.
Mathew decides to download and use Ktrace to debug the shellcode to see where the errors are originating from. 

Why will his plan not work? 

A. Ktrace cannot debug errors, it only notifies of successful calls 

B. Ktrace only works on Windows platforms 

C. Ktrace cannot debug shellcode 

D. Ktrace only works on *BSD platforms 



Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 6

What will the following SQL command accomplish? USE Accounting GO EXECUTE sp_grantdbaccess guest 

A. Add guest user to the Accounting security group 

B. Change default database for guest user to Accounting database 

C. Add guest group to the Accounting database 

D. Add guest user to the Accounting database 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Jay is using the EnTrial Key Generator software to create software keys for the programs he has created. To create the
unlock key in the software, what two inputs must Jay use? 

A. Vector markup ID 

B. Personal ID 

C. GUID 

D. Generated code 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 8

What function can be used with SQL to encrypt user supplied-passwords to that they can be compared with the
encrypted passwords stored on the SQL server? 

A. pwdencrypt() 

B. userencrypt() 

C. DESpassword() 

D. passwordin() 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9



Heather has built a new Linux kernel for her machine and wants to use the grub boot loader. Which file should she edit
to tell the computer how to boot up properly? 

A. /boot/grub/menu.lst 

B. /usr/src/linux/arch/i386/boot/menu.lst 

C. /etc/dev/boot/menu.lst 

D. /etc/boot/lilo.conf 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

What vulnerability is the following code susceptible to? 

CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE demo (name in VARCHAR2) as 

cursor_name INTEGER; 

rows_processed INTEGER; 

sql VARCHAR2(150); 

code VARCHAR2(2); 

BEGIN 

... 

sql := \\'SELECT postal_code FROM states WHERE state_name = \\'\\'\\' 

|| \\'\\'\\'\\'; 

cursor_name := dbms_sql.open_cursor; 

DBMS_SQL.PARSE(cursor_name, sql, DBMS_SQL.NATIVE); 

DBMS_SQL.DEFINE_COLUMN(cursor_name, 1, code, 10); 

row_processed:= DMBS_SQL.EXECUTIVE(cursor_name); 

DBMS_SQL.CLOSE_CURSOR(cursor_name); 

A. SQL string manipulation 

B. DBMS_Open string attacks 

C. Oracle injection 

D. SQL injection 

Correct Answer: D 



 

QUESTION 11

What function can be used with SQL to encrypt user suppliedpasswords so that they can be compared with the
encrypted passwords stored on the SQL server? 

A. DESpassword() 

B. userencrypt() 

C. passwordin() 

D. pwdencrypt() 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

What functionality of the Oracle Identity Management system facilitates real-time integration of multiple directories and
user repositories through a single LDAP service? 

A. Access and Identity 

B. Virtual directory 

C. Federation 

D. Provisioning 

Correct Answer: B 
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